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Lecture 9
Reinforcement Learning: Q-learning



Overview



Classification

Regression

Output = category (e.g. “dog”, “cat” or “1”,”2”,…,”9”)

Output = real number (like “price”, “weight”,…)

Handwriting recognition

”2”

Apartment price prediction

Size: 70𝑚!

Rooms: 3 90.000 Yen

(discrete output)

(continuous output)

Examples in this lecture so far
• Linear regression (Tebasaki)
• Logistic regression (Passing exam)
• Naïve Bayes (Spam filter)

Supervised learning



Supervised learning is not always possible

• Games: Chess, Go, RTS,…
• Movement of robots
• Selfdriving cars
• Google data center cooling
• ….



Agent
(the program, 

machine, robot, …)

Environment

Action
(move a chess piece, take a step, turn the wheel,…)

New state 
(new position, new chessboard state, …)

Reward
(win/lose the game, achieving a 

goal, falling over, crashing against 
a wall, …) 

Reinforcement learning: Basic idea



Reinforcement learning: Walking example

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gn4nRCC9TwQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gn4nRCC9TwQ


Markov decision process



Markov decision process

Interpretation:



Markov decision process: Example



Markov decision process: Dynamics



Markov decision process: Dynamics



Total reward: Car example



Markov decision process: Policy 

Goal: Find the optimal policy which increases the 
(discounted) total reward.

Interpretation: A policy suggests the action you should 
take when being in a certain state.



Markov decision process: Value of a policy 

Goal: Find the optimal policy which increases the (discounted) total reward.



Markov decision process: Value of a policy 

Goal: Find the optimal policy which increases the (discounted) total reward.

Goal rephrased: Find a policy which has maximal 
value at each state.



Optimal policy



Optimal policy



Optimal policy & State-action value function



Goal: Find the values of the state-action value function

Optimal policy & State-action value function



Goal: Find the values of the state-action value function

Optimal policy & State-action value function

Goal rephrased: Find a good approximation of the 
state-action value function. “Learn” the function Q.



Q-learning



Q-learning + Epsilon-Greedy



Combini & Lecture Example

States: 7 * 8 = 56 positions
(terminal states: ) 

Combini

Goal: Find the nearest Combini to get food. Avoid lecture halls so the professor does 
not know that you are actually on campus!

Actions: 

Lecture hall

Optimal policy: Gives the direction we should go at 
each state to get to the nearest Combini

• Reaching Combini: +1
• Reaching Lecture hall: -1
• Making a step to an empty position:  -0.1 

Rewards: 



Combini & Lecture Example: Possible optimal policy 

Combini

Goal: Find the nearest Combini
to get food. Avoid lecture halls 
so the professor does not 
know that you are actually on
campus!

Lecture hall

Optimal policy: Gives the 
direction we should go at 
each state to get to the 
nearest Combini


